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revenue management in
a European context
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The purpose of our events
Our events are a gathering of consumer goods
professionals and revenue management experts,
and a forum for discussing the latest revenue
management knowledge in the industry. Acumen
events are an opportunity for consumer goods
professionals across the globe to discover, learn,
interact and shape the future of revenue
management together.
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Best practice sharing

Our events feature revenue management best
practice from across the FMCG industry and aim
to answer the key business questions FMCG
organisations face. We show you how revenue
management can be driven as a core discipline
across the organisation, and how it can be used as
a growth lever to achieve your business goals.
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Our events aim to bring in fresh perspectives
through a variety of presentations on the latest
industry trends, leveraging new technologies and
embedding more efficient ways of working.
Speakers at our events come from a variety of
blue-chip businesses with years of experience in the
consumer goods industry, guaranteed to change
your perspective and inspire your teams.

Our events are aimed at an expanded network of
revenue management experts and aim to achieve a
balance between learning and networking. They are
a chance to exchange pain points and ideas with
plenty of breakout sessions and networking
opportunities throughout the day.

New points of view

Meeting new people

What the attendees
thought...
Overall Experience score*

8.7

Networking
Opportunities

9.1
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Practical takeaways

As well as our speaker led presentations, our events
feature a blend of question panels and
facilitated workshop sessions, so attendees will
have the opportunity to share their ideas, discuss
common challenges and begin to work through new
concepts and processes to take back to the
business.

Quality of Speakers

8.8

*Scored out of 10
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Who attends our events?
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What our attendees thought...
In June 2019 we hosted the Acumen APAC Revenue Management forum in Singapore. Here’s
what the attendees thought:

“High quality content from
speakers and a good
opportunity for sharing
pain points, visions, and
practices”
“Well managed and
provided a good balance
between learning and
networking”

“Very enlightening and
valuable, especially
for us as we are soon
starting a project on
revenue growth
management and
pricing policy”
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"Excellent topics and
speakers. Outstanding
discussions"
“Great opportunity to hear
how others are dealing
with various topics and
understanding how they
are overcoming common
hurdles - especially around
the people and mindset
topic”
“The day provided the
perfect combination of
presentations,
workshops and
panels”
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Amsterdam 2020
Our next Revenue Management forum will be held at
the Waldorf Astoria Amsterdam on the 25th of March,
where we will be welcoming a breadth of commercial
leaders from across Europe. Our agenda is set to
include:
• How to realise growth through revenue
management in a challenging European context
• Optimising the use of different revenue
management levers (price, volume, mix)
• Delivering effective change in pricing and
investment in a European context
• Having the right KPI’s and visibility of performance
• Establishing the revenue management mindset in
your business
• Leveraging future technologies to deliver trade
spend optimisation and how to lead a data driven
revenue management organisation
The day will include a variety of presentations from
top quality speakers, plenty of networking breaks, a
buffet-style lunch and a networking drinks reception to
follow. To register your interest, sign up here.
Or alternatively, get in contact with Florence,
Acumen’s Marketing and Communications manager,
at florence.evans@acumenci.com if you are interested
in securing a delegate place.
We look forward to seeing you in Amsterdam!
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Get in touch to register for a delegate place:
If you would like to register for a delegate place at our next Amsterdam
event, register your interest to attend here or email Florence Evans, Acumen’s
Marketing and Communications manager, at florence.evans@acumenci.com
and we’ll be in touch.

www.acumenci.com

